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PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 29 JANUARY 2017
A year of strengthening performance
Financial summary
·LFL sales exfuel/exVAT up 1.7%, positive in all four quarters and 2.5% in Q4
·Turnover up 1.2% to £16.3bn (2015/16: £16.1bn) despite store closures
·UPBT up 11.6% to £337m, at the upper end of the £330m£340m guided range (2015/16 UPBT before
restructuring costs: £302m)
·UPBT up 39.3% (2015/16 UPBT including restructuring costs: £242m)
·Underlying EPS up 39.8% to 10.86p (2015/16: 7.77p)
·Reported PBT up 49.8% to £325m (2015/16: £217m)
·Free cash flow of £670m (2015/16: £854m)
·Operating working capital improvement of £360m
·Gross debt reduced by £717m, net debt reduced by £552m to £1,194m
·Triennial pension valuation complete, with funding surplus of £111m
·Final dividend of 3.85p, full year total dividend up 8.6% to 5.43p (2015/16: 5.00p)
Strategic and operating highlights
·First year of positive LFL sales and UPBT growth since 2011/12
·Strong cash flow, gross and net debt down substantially
·First year of new dividend policy. Dividend sustainable and covered around two times by underlying EPS
·Fix, Rebuild and Grow strategy starting to build a broader, stronger Morrisons
·New partnerships with Amazon, Ocado, Timpson, Rontec, and the revival of the Safeway brand are all capital light
growth opportunities
·Further forty 'Morrisons Daily' forecourt convenience stores planned with Rontec
Financial targets update
·£18m of the £50m£100m incremental PBT target delivered in the first year
·£1bn cost savings achieved. Further productivity and cost savings to come
·Good progress with mediumterm cash flow targets: achieved over £900m of £1bn working capital, and almost
£900m of £1.1bn disposals
·Net debt expected to fall to less than £1bn by the end of 2017/18
Andrew Higginson, Chairman, said:
"Food retail is a simple business, but it is not easy. Only consistent and outstanding execution differentiates. I am
delighted that the whole Morrisons team are making a real difference.
"I am confident that strong execution will drive sustained dividend growth and improving returns for Morrisons
shareholders."
David Potts, Chief Executive, said:
"Our full year of like-for-like sales and profit growth was powered by listening to customers, and shows what our
hard-working team of food makers and shopkeepers can do.
"But, it's only one year. Our turnaround has just started, and we have more plans and important work ahead. If we
keep improving the customer shopping trip, I am confident that Morrisons will continue to grow."
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Outlook
We are confident we can continue to turnaround and grow Morrisons. There are some uncertainties ahead,
especially around the impact on imported food prices if sterling stays at lower levels. We also expect depreciation
and pension costs to increase, and we will continue to invest in colleague pay rates. However, all of this is
incorporated into our plan.
During the year, we achieved £18m of incremental profit from wholesale, services, interest and online, and remain
confident of our £50m£100m mediumterm target.
We have identified further cost saving opportunities beyond the £1bn already achieved, in: ordering, distribution
between Manufacturing and Retail, in-store administration, and procurement of goods not for resale.
Our mediumterm targets of £1bn improvement in working capital and at least £1.1bn of disposal proceeds remain
unchanged.
We expect net debt to continue to fall to less than £1bn by the end of 2017/18.
Figure 1 - 2016/17 profit reconciliation
£m FY 15/16 H1 16/17 H2 16/17 FY 16/17 YonY
Reported operating profit 314 224 244 468 49.0%
Reported profit before tax 217 143 182 325 49.8%
Underlying adjustments A
Impairment and provision for onerous commitments 87 - -6 -6
Profit on disposal, and exit of properties, and sale of businesses and investments -131 -17 -15 -32
Costs associated with repayment of borrowings* - 35 21 56
Loss on disposal of 140 M local stores 34 - - -
Pension scheme set-up costs 35 - - -
Net pension income* - -4 -4 -8
Other - - 2 2
Underlying operating profit 339 207 225 432 27.4%
Underlying profit before tax 242 157 180 337 39.3%
Restructuring B 60 - - -
Underlying operating profit before (A) + (B) 399 207 225 432 8.3%
Underlying profit before tax and before (A) + (B) 302 157 180 337 11.6%
* Adjusted in underlying profit before tax but not underlying operating profit
Figure 2 - Sales performance (ex-VAT)
2015/16 2016/17
Q4 Q1 Q2 H1 Q3 Q4 H2 FY
Group LFL:
Sales ex-fuel* 0.1% 0.7% 2.0% 1.4% 1.6% 2.5% 2.1% 1.7%
Sales inc-fuel* -0.2% 1.2% 2.4% 1.8% 3.4% 4.5% 4.0% 2.9%
* For supermarkets and online, reported ex-VAT and in accordance with IFRIC 13
Figure 3 - Summary of supermarkets'operational key performance indicators
2015/16 2016/17
LFL: Q4 Q1 Q2 H1 Q3 Q4 H2 FY
Number of transactions*1.6% 3.1% 4.3% 3.7% 4.1% 4.6% 4.3% 4.0%
Items per basket*-3.4% -2.8% -5.0% -3.9% -5.5% -5.3% -5.4% -4.6%
* Excludes online and convenience
This announcement includes inside information.
Alternative Performance Measures
Guidelines on Alternative Performance Measures issued by the European Securities and Markets Authority came
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into effect for all communications released on or after 3 July 2016 for issuers of securities on a regulated market.
The relevant Alternative Performance Measures identified by the Group are detailed below.
The Directors measure the performance of the Group based on the following financial measures which are not
recognised under EU-adopted IFRS, and consider these to be important measures in evaluating the Group's results
and financial position.
Definitions and additional requirements:
A full glossary of terms and alternative measures is provided in the Annual report. The key metrics are outlined
below:
(1) Like-for-like (LFL) sales: percentage change in year-on-year sales (excluding VAT and fuel), removing the
impact of new store openings and closures in the current or previous financial year.
Total turnover during the period was up £195m yearonyear, 1.2%, comprising positive LFL of 1.7% (exfuel, ex
VAT), negative net new space of 2.2% as a result of the planned programme of disposals and underperforming
store closures, and positive fuel and other sales of 1.7%.
(2) Underlying profit before tax (UPBT), underlying operating profit and underlying earnings per share (EPS):
include restructuring costs, but exclude profit/(loss) relating to disposals and exit of properties, sale of businesses
and investments, net pension income, impairment and provision for onerous contracts, and other items that do not
relate to the Group's principal activities on an ongoing basis.
A reconciliation between reported and underlying profit before tax and operating profit is shown in Figure 1. See
Note 8 for a reconciliation between basic and underlying EPS.
(3) Free cash flow: movement in net debt before the payment of dividends. Free cash flow for the period is £670m
(2015/16: £854m), being the movement in net debt of £552m (2015/16: £594m) adjusted for dividends paid of
£118m (2015/16: £260m).
Enquiries:
Wm Morrison Supermarkets PLC
Trevor Strain Chief Financial Officer 0845 611 5000
Andrew Kasoulis Investor Relations Director 0778 534 3515
Media Relations
Wm Morrison Supermarkets PLC: Julian Bailey 0796 906 1092
Citigate Dewe Rogerson Simon Rigby 0207 282 2847
Kevin Smith 0207 282 1054
Management will host an analyst presentation this morning at 09:30.
*** Pre-registration is required to attend the meeting. ***
If you are not already registered and would like to attend, please register via the following link by 09:00 this morning.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScztIahaiJSAVWxigfuTfEP0-1BANW7oI-nkBUUnpffs1h0iA/viewform
A webcast of this meeting is available at http://www.morrisons-corporate.com/Investor-centre/
Dial-in details:
Participant dial in: +44 (0) 330 336 9105
Password: Morrisons
Replay facility available for 7 days:
Replay access number: +44 (0) 207 984 7568
Replay access code: 2602250
- ENDS -
Certain statements in this half-yearly financial report are forward-looking. Where the half-yearly financial report
includes forward-looking statements, these are made by the Directors in good faith based on the information
available to them at the time of their approval of this report. Such statements are based on current expectations and
are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, including both economic and business risk factors that could
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cause actual events or results to differ materially from any expected future events or results referred to in these
forward-looking statements. Unless otherwise required by applicable law, regulation or accounting standards, the
Group undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information,
future events or otherwise.
Financial overview
We were pleased with our sales performance for the year. Total turnover was £16.3bn, up 1.2% yearonyear
despite negative net new space as a result of the planned programme of disposals and underperforming store
closures. Store turnover excluding fuel was £12.7bn, down 0.5%, comprising LFL(1) of 1.7% (online of 0.9% and
supermarkets of 0.8%) and -2.2% contribution from net new space.
LFL was strong throughout the year and has now been positive for five consecutive quarters. LFL volume has now
been positive for seven quarters. Despite tougher prior year comparatives, LFL strengthened to 2.5% in Q4, with
LFL Number of transactions also strong at 4.6%. Online contributed 0.6% to Q4 LFL sales.
Fuel performance continued to be strong, with sales up 7.3% to £3.4bn and LFL up 7.5%. As the oil price rose
during the year, deflation moved to inflation.
Underlying operating profit(2) was up 8.3% to £432m (2015/16: £399m before restructuring costs), with margin up
17 basis points to 2.6%.
Underlying net finance costs were £97m (2015/16: £99m).
Reported profit before tax (PBT) was £325m (2015/16: £217m).
Underlying PBT (UPBT(2) ) was up 39.3% to £337m (2015/16: £242m). Adjusted for last year's restructuring costs,
UPBT was up 11.6% (2015/16: £302m). Adjustments recognised outside UPBT were £12m, as listed in Figure 1.
UPBT included £18m of the incremental £50m£100m profit target from wholesale, services, interest and online.
Underlying basic EPS(2) was up 39.8% to 10.86p (2015/16: 7.77p).
Capital expenditure was £419m (2015/16: £365m).
Free cash flow(3) predividend was £670m, which included a further £360m improvement in operating working
capital and £123m of disposal proceeds.
Overall, postdividend and predisposal proceeds, the business was again cash flow positive, generating £408m
during the year.
Group net debt fell to £1,194m, down £552m from the end of 2015/16.
The proposed final dividend is 3.85p and total 5.43p (up 8.6%), in line with the new policy to pay a sustainable
dividend covered around two times by underlying EPS.
Eight stores were closed in the year, one new store opened, and five were extended slightly during their Fresh Look
refits. Overall, space fell by 48,000 square feet.
Return on capital employed (ROCE) was 6.9%, up from 5.3% in 2015/16.
Strategy update
Our strategy to Fix, Rebuild and Grow is powered by listening and by delivering our six priorities. We are still in Fix
phase and have more plans, but we are making good progress for all stakeholders - customers, colleagues,
suppliers and shareholders.
The shopping trip is improving and more customers are buying more from Morrisons. During the year, LFL sales
were up 1.7% driven by higher volumes, and LFL transactions were up 4.0%. These are two key metrics for
Morrisons.
Our turnaround is colleague-led, and our ambition is for our motivated and valued colleagues to increasingly share
in our success. We are striving to reward our unique team of food makers and shopkeepers with a pay and bonus
structure to reflect their contribution towards great customer service.
For suppliers, we are building long-term partnerships, improving our ways of working together to reduce complexity
and lowering the cost of doing business. For shareholders, we are building a broader, stronger business to
maximise and sustain growth in profits and dividends.
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The three turnaround phases - Fix, Rebuild, Grow - are distinct and also concurrent. Our improved performance
during the year showed this, as we again made progress both with core supermarkets and with plans to build a
broader, stronger business.
UPBT grew by 11.6%, the first year of growth for five years. Investment in the shopping trip drove positive LFL
sales and improved productivity, which we are now recycling into further improvements for customers. We also
realised £393m of cost savings during the year, bringing the threeyear total to £1.04bn, above our £1bn target. Our
new automated ordering system was launched in the second half and is already saving time and money, and
improving the customer shopping trip. We are working on further cost-saving opportunities in distribution between
Manufacturing and Retail, in-store administration, and procurement of goods not for resale.
We are making good progress with the £50m£100m mediumterm incremental profit opportunity in wholesale,
services, interest and online, of which we realised £18m during the year. We announced new partnerships with
Amazon, Timpson, Rontec, and the revival of the Safeway brand, plus an updated plan for Morrisons.com to grow
profitably with Ocado. In addition, we either retired or bought back £717m across the USPP and bonds, thereby
reducing future interest payments.
The strong cash flow and balance sheet remain the foundations on which we will continue to turnaround and grow
Morrisons. We expect net debt to be below £1bn by the end of 2017/18, and improved sales, margin and asset
intensity continue to be the levers driving profit and ROCE growth. That growth will be capital light and sustainable,
and will be across both our core supermarkets and a broader base as the Morrisons brand starts to become more
popular and accessible. As we keep improving profitability and further de-leverage, we will continue to be guided by
our capital allocation framework.
Six priorities update
1. To be more competitive
Morrisons is becoming more competitive for customers.
Our prices are lower. 'Price Crunch' has been running for more than a year, during which we have
'Crunched'thousands of prices and held hundreds below their original level. This is a break from the traditional
promotion cycle, and helps us drive volume growth and develop a Morrisons price list across a wide basket of
products that we know matter most to our customers.
As we deliver a notch down in price, we also notch up in quality. We are investing in improving Fresh, for example in
Fruit & Vegetables, and our unique 'Morrisons Makes It' freshly prepared products. Innovation in new and improved
items and an ongoing flow of resets, category by category, ensures our range, product quality and packaging are
constantly improving, thereby broadening our appeal. We have made good progress in improving our own label
ranges, and still have more than half to do.
Our 'Best' premium own-label launch was a major new initiative during the Autumn and in the run up to Christmas.
Sales have been strong, and feedback on the quality and breadth of range has been excellent.
As we become more competitive, we are winning more recognition. During the year we won Meat and Fish Retailer
of the Year, Instore Bakery Retailer of the Year, National Café Chain of the Year, Cheddar Cheese Retailer of the
Year, Multiple Drinks Retailer of the Year, and International Wine Challenge Supermarket of the Year for the
second year running.
2. To serve customers better
Colleagues are leading the turnaround by serving customers better.
During the second half, we introduced a new automated ordering system into all stores in Grocery and many Fresh
categories. We plan to roll it out across all categories during 2017. The system is capital light, utilising cloud
technology and store-specific historic sales data to forecast stock requirements. It is reducing cost and stock
levels, while also saving time for colleagues, and providing a better offer for customers. Availability is improving, with
gaps reduced by up to 30%.
We are improving our front-end labour scheduling, ensuring more colleagues are available for customers at the
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busiest times. We also continue to invest in serving customers better, with the introduction of new customer service
desks and belted self-scan checkouts, and more customer greeters.
Customers continue to notice the improvements and respond. Queues are shorter and our satisfaction survey
scores remain high. We are serving more customers, with LFL transactions up 4.0% year-on-year which is
450,000 more each week.
3. Find local solutions
Our new local solutions team is making good progress. For many individual stores, we are sourcing locally grown
fruit and vegetables, which is very popular with customers. We are introducing ranges such as Lincolnshire Pork
and Beef, and improving range, quality and price around major regional events such as Hogmanay. Local sales
were up 20% year-on-year, and we expect further progress in the future. For example, in February we launched an
initiative to identify and source products from two hundred of the nation's best local growers, farmers, fishermen,
and other food makers.
Our customer listening programme before and after a Fresh Look refit, together with the increasingly insightful data
provided by our More card, is helping us to limit the impact of competitor new store openings.
4. Develop popular and useful services
Our existing services continue to become more popular and our new services are beginning to take shape.
Customers are responding well to the improved menus, service, and standards in our cafés. We modernised over
130 cafés last year, introducing a contemporary new look and feel. Overall, café LFL sales were up 3.7%. Our fuel
business continues to be more competitive and LFL sales were strong, up 7.5%.
Timpson is now in 150 Morrisons stores. Where Timpson now operates a full dry cleaning, key cutting and repairs
offer, its sales are up by an average of 40%.
Morrisons has high footfall supermarkets which are proving very popular for pick-up services, with Amazon lockers
now in over 400 stores and, after a successful trial, a roll-out is planned with Doddle.
Opportunities to locate complementary retail services for customers have been identified at more than 30 initial
stores. The first of these is planned shortly, and we expect longer-term potential across the estate. In addition, we
will soon be trialling hand carwash and tyre-change concessions, both of which also will provide new services for
customers and income for Morrisons.
5. To simplify and speed up the organisation
During the year, we continued to simplify in-store reporting structures by reducing the number of managerial roles.
We also improved capability further by recruiting or promoting over 150 store and area managers.
We are building stronger, lasting, mutually beneficial relationships with our suppliers. We have listened, and are
working together to buy and sell simply, and develop more efficient ways of working. We are introducing a standard
supply agreement, removing charges - such as those for customer complaints and some legal checks - and are
working together to reduce future administration and cost. In addition, we are removing range duplication while
improving choice, and developing 'Price Crunch' as a simple and effective mechanic for both customers and
suppliers.
The new automated ordering system is making the process simpler and quicker. We are also working on
opportunities to improve and simplify distribution between Manufacturing and Retail, and on halving or digitising
existing in-store administration.
6. To make core supermarkets strong again
We completed 100 Fresh Look refits last year. The local Fresh Look listening and improvements continue to
provide us with insights which we are introducing across the estate. Examples last year included: installing wine-
chiller fridges; introducing customer greeters; and making our specialists'food maker craft skills more visible in
areas such as butchery and bakery.
We are also improving other aspects of the shopping trip. For example, last year almost all in-store colleagues
received a brand new uniform, and those on Market Street now have freshly laundered whites every day.
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Morrisons.com
Morrisons.com is progressing well and, with our partner Ocado, we continue to provide industry-leading customer
service metrics for on-time delivery and order accuracy. We are working together to keep improving the profitability
of our existing Morrisons.com offer out of the Dordon customer fulfilment centre (CFC). In addition, this year we will
launch a home delivery service picked from our stores, using technology developed together with Ocado for our
customers. We also look forward to the opening of the Erith CFC in 2018, which will significantly increase
Morrisons.com access to areas in the south of England including London.
Wholesale supply
We started to wholesale to Amazon in June, and now supply thousands of items to Amazon for its customers
across a number of its propositions. These include 'Morrisons at Amazon,' which is a same-day and one-hour
delivery service available in selected postcodes in London and Hertfordshire.
We are also developing other wholesale opportunities to make our brand more accessible and build a broader,
stronger business. The convenience market is an opportunity for Morrisons, especially petrol forecourts and
independent retailers. We recently opened ten 'Morrisons Daily'
convenience stores, owned and operated by Rontec on its forecourts. These are proving successful, and we now
plan to open a further forty with Rontec in coming months. We have agreed with Motor Fuel Group to end our five-
store pilot. We have also recently announced that we are reviving the Safeway brand by introducing hundreds of
Safeway products for wholesale to independent retailers, which will enable us to leverage our sourcing and food
maker skills and give independent retailers'customers access to our great quality products.
Financial strategy and update
Capital allocation framework
The capital allocation framework is unchanged. Our first priority is to invest in the stores and infrastructure and
reduce costs. Second, we will seek to maintain debt ratios that support our target of an investment-grade credit
rating. Third, we will invest in profitable growth opportunities. Fourth, we will pay dividends in line with our stated
policy, and then any surplus capital will be returned to shareholders.
Shareholder returns
As announced last year, the annual dividend will be sustainable and covered around two times by underlying
earnings per share. The final dividend will be 3.85p per share, bringing the total for the year to 5.43p.
Optimise assets
During the year we completed a programme of closing underperforming stores, thereby further improving ROCE.
We closed eight stores, bringing the total of closed or disposed space to 5% over the last two years. As previously
announced, we acquired the freeholds of three short-lease stores during the second half.
During the second half, we sold our 10% stake in the US online retailer Fresh Direct for £45m. Profit on disposal
was £13m.
One component of our future growth will be the opening of new supermarkets, where we can enter a new
catchment, and where we expect investment returns to exceed our stringent returns criteria. We intend to open a
small number of new supermarkets during 2018/19, with none planned for 2017/18.
Cost savings
We achieved cost savings of £393m, bringing the threeyear total to £1.04bn and exceeding our £1bn target as we
guided at our 2016/17 interim results.
We have identified future cost savings beyond the original £1bn. We plan to roll out our new automated ordering
system this year across all product categories except Clothing, which will mean fewer labour hours, better
availability, and reduced stock. We also expect cost-saving opportunities in distribution between Manufacturing and
Retail, in-store administration, and procurement of goods not for resale.
Cash flow and working capital
Strong cash flow is a firm foundation of the Morrisons turnaround. 2016/17 was a good year for cash improvement
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programmes. We generated £670m of free cash flow bringing the threeyear total to £2.3bn, well ahead of our £2bn
target.
Operating working capital generation was £360m, and is now £914m over the last three years. The contributors
were consistent throughout the year, with the biggest being improved commercial dynamics in fuel. The working
capital improvements we have achieved are structural and sustainable, and our mediumterm target remains £1bn.
Disposal proceeds were £123m including Fresh Direct, bringing the total to £893m since the start of the
programme. Profit on disposal was £32m. We still expect to achieve at least £1.1bn of disposal proceeds in the
medium-term.
Capital expenditure/depreciation and amortisation
Capital expenditure was £419m, up from £365m for 2015/16, but below our guidance of £450m. This was again due
to the timing of certain projects and means we have underspent versus guidance by c.£65m over the last two years.
Some of this timing difference will unwind this year, and we now expect 2017/18 capital expenditure to be
£450m£500m. In addition to this guidance, we will continue to pursue opportunities to buy freeholds where
investment returns are attractive.
We incurred £94m in relation to onerous payments in 2016/17, in line with our expectation of around £100m, and
we expect a similar level for 2017/18.
We expect 2017/18 depreciation/amortisation to be £420m£430m, reflecting the mix of our capital expenditure and
our prudent depreciation policies.
Impairment review
We perform an annual storebystore review of impairment and onerous contracts. The net writeback was £6m,
recognised outside of UPBT. It comprised £147m freehold store impairments, £191m of freehold store writebacks,
and £38m charges on onerous contracts.
Debt and interest
Group net debt fell to £1,194m, down a further £552m year on year. This was better than our initial guidance of
£1.4bn£1.5bn and inline with our revised guidance at the interims of around £1.2bn. We maintain our expectation
that debt will continue to fall to less than £1bn by the end of 2017/18.
Our strong debt reduction performance and cash position allow us opportunities as they arise to retire surplus
facilities on attractive payback terms. During the first half, we redeemed $250m USPP notes, completed a £153m
tender offer across two sterling bonds and a euro bond, and did not renew a £150m credit facility that expired. In the
second half, a £200m bond matured and we completed a £207m tender offer across one sterling and one euro
bond. Overall, gross debt facilities reduced by £867m, of which £717m were drawn.
In addition, liquidity remains strong and the £1.35bn revolving credit facility has been undrawn since October 2015.
During the year, the facility was extended by a further year to 2021.
Oneoff costs relating to debt repayments were £56m, recognised outside UPBT. The underlying net finance
charge was £97m, in line with guidance. After the recent bond maturity and repurchases, we expect the 2017/18
interest charge to be £75m£80m.
Pension
We recently completed the triennial pension valuation, with a funding surplus of £111m across the three schemes.
The valuation assumptions remain prudent. At year end, the net pension asset on the balance sheet was £272m, up
from £249m at the end of the first half. Net pension income was £8m. Due to the reduction in the real discount rate
yearonyear, we expect the noncash profit & loss pension charge to be c.£20m higher for 2017/18.
2017/18 reporting
From Q1 2017/18, Group LFL will comprise supermarkets, online, wholesale and other sales. We will continue to
provide Retail LFL and the contribution from online. Once Morrisons.com starts store pick, these sales will be
reported as supermarkets rather than online sales.
From 2017/18, we will be changing the lease multiplier used to calculate ROCE, to ten times from our current 14
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times. Ten times uses the weighted average lease length, while 14 times uses the expected life of an equivalent
asset.
The financial year 2017/18 will be 53 weeks in duration.
People update
Our colleague-led turnaround continues, as does our commitment to treating everyone with respect. The listening
forums in all stores and sites are proving effective, and we aim to respond quickly to feedback. Ensuring that
colleague engagement is improving makes Morrisons a better place to work, and in turn means a better shopping
trip for our customers.
We continue to invest in our ways of working programme, with all store and regional managers having attended a
five-day residential leadership course. Our craft skills apprenticeship is enrolling more and more bakers, butchers,
and fishmongers, and our engineering apprenticeship programme has launched within our Manufacturing business.
Last year we increased instore colleagues'hourly pay to £8.20, £1 per hour above the National Living Wage, and
we are currently proposing to move this forward again to £8.50. This supports our company ambition to increase
colleague pay, and

Unattributed
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